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2The electromagnetic current of 
+
in impulse approxi-
mation is build from the covariant expression, which cor-











































are the initial and nal mo-
menta of the system, q

is the momentum transfer and
k

the spectator quark momentum. The factor 2 stems
from isospin algebra.
Our ansatz for the analytical form of the vertex func-
tion describing the momentum part of the coupling be-
tween the constituents and pion is:



















is the regulator parameter. By imposing the




= 0) = 1, the con-
stant C is xed. This model satises current conservation
q  j = 0[5].
We consider Breit frames, with the momentumtransfer
q
+

















































. The Drell-Yan frame with q
+
= 0







[11] comes with  = 90
o
. (The angle  of Ref.[14] corre-
sponds to + 90
o
).
The pion electromagnetic form factor is extracted from












evaluating the plus component of the current in Eq.(2),















; ) : (6)

























; ). In this model the contribution






; ). The pair term contribution to the form
factor, with q
+
























































































































































































(/k   /P +m)
5
: (10)
The suÆx on indicates particles on-k
 
-shell. In partic-









The Dirac propagator written in terms of light-front







































. In the right-hand side of
Eq.(11), the rst term is propagating in the light-front
time and the second one is instantaneous. This second











the analytic structure of the symmetric vertex function of
Eq. (3). The contribution of the instantaneous term is of
nonvalence nature because it is left out in the denition
of the valence wave function, as we discuss below.
3The pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude within the model
is given by:




















from which the momentum component of the valence













rived eliminating the relative time between the quarks
after dropping the instantaneous terms of the exter-
nal Dirac propagators[17]. Also, the factors containing







) appearing in the denominator


































































































). The light-front wave function, Eq.(13), is
symmetric by the interchange of quark and antiquark
momenta, therefore it is not plagued by the conceptual
diÆculties associated with the use of the nonsymmetric
regulator [14].
The electromagnetic form factor evaluated in the Breit































































































where normalization constant C is determined from the
condition F

(0) = 1 in Eq. (6). The probability of





The pion decay constant is one constraint to x the


























q is the isovector axial current. With






















S(k   P )](k; P ) ; (16)
and integrating on k
 



































expressed in terms of the valence component of the wave
function [12].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SUMMARY
In this model, we have two free parameters: the con-
stituent quark mass m, which is chosen as 0.220 GeV
[12, 18, 19] and the regulator mass, m
R
, found to be 0.6




MeV. The pion mass used is 0.140 GeV. With these pa-









out to be 0.74 fm, which is about 10% larger than the ex-
perimental value (r
exp
= 0:67 0:02 fm [20]). The prob-
ability of the qq Fock-state component in the pion in the
model is calculated to be  = 0:77, dierently from the
nonsymmetric regulator model of Ref. [4], where  = 1.
We note that, in a previous work[12] it was necessary a
probability around 0.5 - 0.75 of the valence wave function
to t the data on deep inelastic scattering.
[ ]
FIG. 2: Pion form factor as a function of  q
2





























) (short-dashed line). Experimental data:
Ref. [21] (full squares), Ref. [22] (full triangles), Ref. [23]
(empty squares), Ref. [24] (empty circles) and Ref. [25] (full
circles).
In Fig. 2, the results for the pion form factor are shown
and compared to the experimental data. The full-model
calculations, Eq. (6), nicely agree with the new data
for the pion form factor [21]. Therefore, our symmetric
vertex model can reproduce the form factor data con-
sistently with the experimental value of f

, while for the
nonsymmetric regulator this was not achieved[4]. We ob-
serve that the model reproduces simultaneously f

and
the experimental form factor for constituent quark mass
in the range between 0.2 and 0.3 GeV.







for  = 90
o
, are shown in Fig. 2. Dier-
ently from the case  = 0
o
, the form factor is dominated





= 0. Also, we observe that the form factor is com-
pletely dominated by the pair-term contribution at high
values of the momentum transfer, which appears to be
fairly model independent as well[5, 14].































; ) (short-dashed line).
The contributions of the instantaneous part of the





















; ), respectively, are also
shown in Fig. 2 for  = 90
o






nonzero because of the specic analytic structure of the










) at higher momentum transfers. One
can understand this by looking at the diagram of Fig.
1(b), where in principle the spectator quark can be ex-
changed between the incoming and outgoing pion at a
given instant x
+
, while the quark-antiquark pair has been
produced by the virtual photon at an earlier stage. As





the time uctuation for the virtual process decreases and
favors the instantaneous exchange of the spectator quark
between the initial and nal pion, which nally explains





; ) in the pion form factor.
In Fig. 3, the results for the various contributions to





tion of the angle  are shown. For increasing angles, the
form factor changes smoothly from valence to pair-term
or nonvalence dominance.
In summary, we veried that the new data for the pion
electromagnetic form factor[21] is satisfactory described
by our symmetric ansatz of the vertex function when the
experimental value of f
exp

is tted and the constituent
quark mass is chosen in the range between 0.2 and 0.3
GeV. We performed a detailed analysis of the contribu-
tion of the light-front pair-term to the form factor for dif-
ferent momentum transfer directions in the Breit frame.
Such contribution is unique and does not depend on the
particular choice of Bethe-Salpeter vertex, as long as the
four-dimensional impulse approximation is used to cal-
culate the electromagnetic current. Another interesting
outcome of our symmetricmodel is that the probability of
the pion valence component, , is about 0.77), at variance
with previous covariant calculations where  = 1[4, 14].
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